PREPARATORY SCHOOLS
ENGLISH PREPARATORY SCHOOL
In the 21th century, we are going through a process of change in a variety of science fields.
The most important of these change waves is globalization and it requires many abilities
and qualifications needed by people in a society and industry. With this change, English has
been used as a common language of education in many universities. Our university is
aiming at preparing the students for the future with an efficient and qualified language education and create a difference in their lives.
Our academic staff in preparatory school is structured specially to offer the best language
education. The head of the department, level coordinators, testing office and program
development office, as well as academic skill development office (Writing, Reading,
Speaking, Listening, Use of English grammar and Vocabulary) work together in a common
horizontal configuration.
Adopting lifelong learning as a principle, our department is composed of Turkish and foreigner lecturers. This dynamic department with high professional targets works in a free
academic environment. Classes are carried out with auditory and visual materials and
computer assisted technologies are used to make learning fun. The motivation of students
is stimulated with the help of interactive boards.

Location : Çamlıca Campus
Website : prep.fsm.edu.tr

fsm.edu.tr

ARABIC PREPARATORY SCHOOL
The Arabic Preparatory School started giving education in the 2011-2012 academic year
with an outstanding Turkish and Arabic academic staff who are specialized in language
teaching. Fırst 80 students were from Turkey and other countries and after they completed the course successfully, they were sent to Makkah Summer School to improve their
Practical and Classical knowledge of Arabic.
Our curriculum is composed of Arabic Word Knowledge (Sarf), Arabic Sentence Knowledge (Nahiv) Verbal Lectures, Written Lectures, Reading and Comprehension, Arabic
Language Phonetics and Writing in Arabic. Our textbooks are chosen among the modern
textbooks.
In addition, we give students extracurricular reading assignments and ask questions. Also,
students prepare short films in Arabic. Students who complete preparatory school education can continue their education in the Islamic Sciences department. Our faculty is the
first in its field with it's a 100% Arabic education philosophy.

Location : Topkapı Campus
Website : iif.fsm.edu.tr

fsm.edu.tr

